8” Starter Kit -Cues Style Grit Wheels
General Information:

Stärke Spiral Clamps
The 8″ Starter Kit | Cues Style, includes everything you need to be up and running plug and play with new
Grit Wheels on your Cues CPR, WTR, SPR2 or LAMP 2 Transporter / Lateral Launcher. The starter kit
includes six Cues Style Hub Adapter Sets for 8″ pipe, and six Grit Wheels. Once you own a starter kit, all you
will ever need to purchase again are replacement wheels for $97 each. Keep in mind, if you already own
Cues hub adapters, you do not need to purchase this kit, all you will need are Grit Wheels.
When choosing a camera transporter for inspecting your sewer pipelines, one thing you must consider is
the cost of ownership. Repair cost can be daunting, regardless of the brand, so it is important that you
aren’t eroding your margins with costly replacement wheels. At TruGritTraction.com we understand this,
and strive to provide quality American-Made camera transporter parts at an affordable cost. Reducing
your cost of ownership
KIT:
CSK-8QC-TG: $1,302

WHEELS
TM-8QC-TG: $97.00 ea
-The Grit Carbide Grit Camera Crawler Wheel, is the world’s first Polymer Carbide Grit Hybrid wheel designed to provide maximum pulling
power in all pipe types and conditions. Using Patent Pending Grit Polymer Carbide Technology, we have developed the most innovative
aftermarket traction wheel available for the CCTV sewer inspection industry. The Grit has the unique ability to provide the traction needed for
varying pipe types and conditions, yet still provides the flexibility needed to traverse through obstacles without damaging the pipe; this is what
sets it apart from the common steel carbide grit wheels on the market today
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